Add some style sass!

Smart Home Tech: To Make Every Day Easier

Small Family Homes full of space solutions
Fabulous Lighting Under £100
The Colour That Makes Any Room More Elegant

21 Pages of Kitchen & bathroom ideas

Kids’ Rooms
From Nurseries to Teen Dens
Sort the storage. Pick the best furniture. Add colour... and a little magic!

Ideal Home Tip
Moving home? For £290, just move in.
Manages those annoying things like contacting the council, sorting utility suppliers and even finding you a new cleaner.

The Best Insulated Lunch Bags

1 Grey Whistable floral lunch bag, £35.95, Joules
2 Rugby Stripe lunch tote in Black, £24.98, Kate Spade New York, Asos
3 Circles lunch bag, £16, Biah & Eleish range, Debenhams

The Picture Cup
This smart new black metal bulldog clip from Design Vintage is the perfect piece of kit if you’re inclined to keep and change your prints and pictures whenever the mood takes you. A set of three clips costs £12.

Ideal Home Tip
Moving home? For £290, just move in.
Manages those annoying things like contacting the council, sorting utility suppliers and even finding you a new cleaner.

The 4-in-1 Tap
Fancy instant cold or boiling filtered water? The Minerva Electronic tap, £1,890, by Purilea, offers just that, as well as standard hot and cold water. The tank fits snugly under the sink and can be installed in less than half an hour.

The Smart Lock
Quick and easy to fit, the Nuki smart lock, £209, from Sefton, is a keyless door lock that you operate with your smartphone or a special key. Click in the accompanying Nuki Bridge, £59, and you’ll have access to lots of other features via the free app, such as Auto Unlock and lock ‘n’ go, that open and lock the door automatically when you get home or go out – ideal if you’re always in a rush or have your hands full.